
Solenoid Valves can normally be installed and operate in any orientation. However, we recommend that the
Priority demand valves are installed in the horizontal plain with the solenoid coil uppermost. Contact us for further
information.

Installation Procedure:

Check that the Solenoid Valve is the correct product ordered for the application, such as port size, normally closed
or normally open function. Contact us for further information:

��Isolate the site electrical power supply
��Isolate the site water supply. Leave until cool/safe.
��Insert the valve onto the pipe, ensuring that the flow direction is observed.....IN for incoming media, or an

arrow stamped on the valve body.
��Ensure that the pipe connections are free from burrs or loose pipe thread tape
��Ensure that the pilot hole is not blocked by thread tape or sealant in the outlet port (see pic. 1)
��Tighten all pipe joints
��Connect electrical power supply via DIN electrical socket connector, as detailed in section 1

In the unlikely event of a valve malfunction, or routine maintenance, follow these instructions:

��Isolate the site electrical power supply
��Isolate the site water supply
��Remove the solenoid coil by easing the spring clip with a screwdriver, careful to prevent loss
��Remove the coil tube stem by unscrewing anti-clockwise
��Carefully remove the plunger assembly (inside the coil stem)
��Check the plunger assembly for damage or worn seals
��Check the face inside the coil stem for foreign particles that could prevent correct operation
��Remove the top cover housing and check the diaphragm for damage and blocked transfer port
��Re-assemble the valve in reverse order, ensuring that all parts are cleaned and assembled correctly

��Insert the electrical power cable through the gland assembly (1,2,3)
��Push the cable through cable housing (4)
��Connect power and earth cables to terminal block (5)
��Push terminal block (5) backwards, inside cable housing (4)
��Place rubber gasket (6) on terminal block (5) front face
��Push terminal block onto solenoid coil terminals
��Push fixing screw through complete assembly
��Tighten fixing screw with small screwdriver
��Do not over tighten
��Tighten the cable gland (1,2,3) by hand
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PRIORITY DEMAND SOLENOID VALVES
INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE  INSTRUCTIONS

Note:

The device is not polarity sensitive. The live or neutral can be
fitted in either terminal ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘1’ or ‘2’ of Terminal Block ‘5’.
The earth wire MUST be fitted in the terminal block ‘5’ with the
identification

A

B

Priority Demand Solenoid Valves should always be installed by a qualified electrician and engineer
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